In order to solve the structural reliability and its sensitivity of the implicit nonlinear performance function (PF) the advantages of the saddlepoint approximation (SA) and line sampling (LS) are merged. Also, the merits of dichotomy and the solution efficiency of the golden section method are combined to propose the saddlepoint approximation-line sampling (SA-LS) method based on the dichotomy of the golden section point. This is complicated and changeable in the non normal variable space, which is a very hot issue of the present international study. For each sample, it is quick to find its zeropoint in PF along the important line sampling direction by the previously mentioned dichotomy so that the structural failure probability can be transformed into the mean of a series linear PFs failure probability, and the reliability sensitivity is just the derivative or partial one of the probabilities with respect to the relational variables. Examples show that the SA-LS method based on the dichotomy of the golden section point is of high precision and fast velocity in analyzing the structural reliability and sensitivity of the implicit nonlinear PF that are complicated and changeable in the non-normal variable space.
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Introduction
In practicable engineering, when the traditional Monte Carlo simulation (MSC) is used to solve the structural reliability and its sensitivity with the nonnormal random variables, for small probabilities, its sampling efficiency is so low that it is difficult to be accept by the engineers because of its calculation amount. For the first/second order reliability method, they can only analyze the structural reliability and its sensitivity when the non-normal variables are transformed into the standard normal variables. This is a nonlinear course in such a way that it will increase the nonlinear degree of the performance function (PF) and decrease the precision of reliability analysis [1, 2] , which also restrict their application. The conventional line sampling (LS) method [3] can estimate with high efficiency the reliability and its sensitivity of the ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ high-dimensional and small probabilities by the randomly sampling in n-1-D space and 1-D interpolation and transforming the failure probability (FP) of the nonlinear PF into the FP arithmetic mean of a series linear PF. However, the whole LS course is completed in the standard normal space. Its precision will be unavoidably affected by the nonlinearly standardized transformation. Moreover, the error is obtained once the PF appears with non-monotonic tendency because of the transformation. The saddlepoint approximation (SA) [4] [5] [6] [7] adopts the cumulative generating function (CGF) (or moment generating function, MGF) of the random variables to estimate the cumulative distribution function (CDF) or FP of the structural response PF. It isn't restricted by the basic variable distribution type so that it is suitable to non-normal variables. However, it demands that the PF must be linear. To cater to the need, documents [8] [9] [10] expand the nonlinear PF into approximate linear expressions in mean and design points according to the Taylor formula. The process mode will however difficultly obtain the approximate solution to meet the precision needed for those problems whose nonlinear degree is high or whose variance coefficient of the random variable is very big instead of its high nonlinear degree. What's more, it still demands outputting the gradient function of PF, and it isn't easy for the implicit PF. Using the advantages that SA doesn't make demand of the basic variable distribution type and that LS is adaptive for the nonlinear PF. Document [7] proposes the SA-LS method and smoothly merges their complementary advantages and effectively solves the reliability of the one-peak PF, for those PFs that are complicated and changeable, especially for those PFs that there are multi-peaks in LS direction. However, it is helpless for the 3-points quadratic interpolation [12, 7] to answer the zeropoint of PF and the saddlepoint of CGF differential equation. Therefore, document [13] uses linear interpolation method to solve it, but it still needs to get the gradient functions of PF so that it is unsuitable for the implicit functions in practicable engineering that are obtained by the approximate method. Because the dichotomy shouldn't output beforehand the gradient function of PF. It is not only suitable for the implicit PF, but also for the multi-peaks PF, referring to the solution efficiency of the gold section. The paper puts forward the SA-LS method based on the dichotomy of the gold section to further solve the reliability and its sensitivity of the implicit PFs from practicable engineering that are complicated and changeable.
2 The reliability and its sensitivity analysis based on the SA
The reliability analysis based on the SA
The basic idea of the SA is to use the CGF properties of linear PF with the random variable and the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) to get the exponential power series expressions of PF probability density function (PDF) based on SA [4, 13] . Suppose ) (x f is the PDF of the basic random variables x , and its moment generating function (MGF) is
The CGFs of the common distribution see the literature 6, they have the properties as following 
(2)Suppose the CGF of the mutually independent basic random variable x is ) (t K x , and the CGF of linear response PF
Therefore, for the mutually independent basic variables , then CGF of y is Engineering Review, Vol. 39, Issue 1, 11-20, 2019 .
By using the IFT, the PDF ) ( y f Y of y can be represented by
When using the expanded formula of the exponential power series to estimate Eq.(6), Daniels [4] obtained the saddlepoint expression of 
Where, the values of the symbolic function ) sgn( s t are 1, 0 and -1, which are corresponding to 0 > (8) is regarded as the inverse number of the probability index β in the equivalent normal variable space, thus
2.2 The reliability sensitivity analysis based on the SA
As can be seen from section 2.1, the SA can express the FP of the PF with non-normal variables as the form of standard normal CDF, therefore, for the partial derivative of Eq. (11) with respect to θ , the reliability sensitivity based on the SA is written as
Utilizing the function relationship between the CGF and its 2 nd order derivative and distribution parameterθ , θ ∂ ∂w and θ ∂ ∂v can be derived from Eq.(9)～(10) so that
It is noteworthy that in the course of deriving the CDF of PF y in Eq. (8),it isn't essential setting beforehand the distribution forms of variable i x , so it is suitable for any variable. It, however, demands y is the linear function of i x , while the practicable PF ) (x g y = is often nonlinear, therefore, the method as following is proposed specially.
The reliability and its sensitivity analysis based on the SA-LS method by the dichotomy of the golden section
To avoid deriving of the nonlinear PF when it is linearized, and to answer the reliability and its sensitivity of the PFs that are sophisticated and changeable, especially for the PFs that have multipeaks in LS direction, the paper uses the advantages of the SA which are not being restricted by the basic variable distribution type and of the LS which are not suitable for nonlinear PFs. It also merges the merits of dichotomy and the efficiency of the gold section to propose the SA-LS based on the dichotomy of the gold section. Its basic idea is that the non-normal variable is first standardized, and that the reliability and its sensitivity is translated into the mean of reliability and its sensitivity of a series linear PF according to the probability distribution in the standardized space. Furtheremore, the dichotomy of the gold section is used to solve the zeropoint of PF along the LS direction and the saddlepoint of the CGF differential equation. Finally, the SA is used to solve the FP and the sensitivity of FP with respect to distribution parameters of the linear PF in nonnormal space. The concrete steps are as follows.
Standardizing variable space and its important direction
σ are the mean and variance, respectively, of the basic variable i x , and it is linearly standardized as follows to get rid of the dimension's effect.
In the standardized space z defined as Eq. (15), 0 ) ( ≤ z g defines the failure field F ， if the maximum point of the joint PDF value is treated as the design point * z , then the vector from the origin pointing to the design point * z is just important direction α .Its unit vector
is obtained by regularizing α .
The dichotomy of the gold section in important direction
For any vector z in the standardized variable space, it is decomposed into the adding form of the vector α ce and ⊥ z . The former is the vector that is parallel to important direction, the latter is the vector that is vertical to the direction, that is the unit vector α e must make their PF values' opposite sign. This is because they may locate in the direction of α e , and maybe go in its opposite direction, so it is easier to find 2 points which meet the requirement when we use the command randn instead of the command rand. What's more, there is no need in considering its direction. proposed dichotomy of the golden section in section 3.2, we can be sure to get a closed solution so that the problem of the finite difference can be avoided effectively. It is worth mentioning that, for the Gumbel distribution, the absolute value must be added in the solving process to meet the domain when we use the command randn. Similarly, for the uniform distribution, it also requires 0 ≠ t , otherwise it will be stuck.
The SA of linear PF for the FP and its sensitivity
According to the linearization transformation from x to z , Eq. (18) 
The realization of the reliability and its sensitivity analysis based on the SA-LS method by the dichotomy of the golden section
To make the proposed algorithm understood and operated easily, the course of its realization is generalized in Fig. 2 
Illustrative examples
The gearbox of the 3-stage planetary gear reducer (PGR) from the Earth-Press-Balance shield machine serves as an example to check the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. For the PGR, its input torque s T is 1489N.m, the materials of its gearbox is 17CrNi2MoAl, whose yield strength s σ is 785Mpa. Suppose the basic variables are mutually independent, the basic parameters involved in design course are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . When the bending moment is ignored resulting from the gearbox self-weight, the gearbox stress exists in two sources as following, ① the bending stress resulting from the torque of the gear train acting on the gear teeth of internal gear, ② the pressure stress resulting from the pre-tightening force of tightening bolt. According to the analysis results of the finite element method, the later is far smaller than the former, so the stress from the tightening bolt is neglected in the course of building mechanical model of the gearbox in this paper. Therefore, the torque acting on the single gear can be represented by
Here, T is the torque acting on the single gear, r T and s T are the torque of the internal and sun gear, respectively. s z and r z are the gear number of the sun and internal gear, respectively. p n is the number of the planetary gear. p is the characteristic parameter of the planetary row. ε is the coefficient of the overlap ratio. For the PGR whose type is 2Z-X ( 0
existing in the relation as following [15, 16] .
Obviously, the torque T imposed on the gearbox mainly acts on the neighborhood of single gear. Let T M = , if there is a screw hole in the region, as is shown in Fig. 3 , because its cross-section coefficient is the smallest, so section aa is just the most dangerous one. Therefore, when the center of screw hole lies in the midpoint of gearbox thickness, the anti-bending cross-section coefficient is ( )
Here, b and h are the length and thickness of the gearbox, respectively, d is the radius of the screw hole.
So the bending stress of the cross-section is Referring to the idea of computing the bending stress of tooth root [16] , the coefficient of the overlap ratio rp Y ε ,the modified coefficient of stress Sa Y ,the coefficient of tooth profile Fa Y and the coefficient of load K are introduced to correct the practicable engagement stress of tooth root in section aa of gearbox, and there is
,the values of each-stage coefficient are shown in Table 3 . For the most dangerous section aa, according to the theory of stress-strength interference, under the condition of considering certain safety margin, the LSF that is represented by the limited state stress is 
The values of r z , s z and p n are integer, and the engagement course is subject to strict constraints so that they can be treated as the common number, the basic random variable x in Eq. (28) Table 2 . Simultaneously, the distribution parameter values are calculated according to the basic type and eigenvalue of the variable in Table 2 , and their results are also filled in Table 2 ,where the deviation x σ is computed by the given mean value x u multiplying the given variance coefficient V C . In Table 2 , it is noted that for the uniform distribution, distribution parameter 1 and 2 are the lower and upper bound, respectively. However, for the distribution of the extreme value type I, lognormal distribution and normal distribution, distribution parameter 1 and 2 are the mean and variance, respectively. Their values of distribution parameters are different from those of the corresponding Eigen parameters but normal distribution. According to the basic types and distribution parameters of variables in Table 2 , the structural reliability and its sensitivity of gearbox are analyzed with accordance to the proposed SA-LS method based on the dichotomy of the golden section point, their results are summarized in Table 3 . It can be seen from Table 3 that the proposed algorithm can highly analyze the reliability and its sensitivity of the implicit nonlinear PF that is complicated and changeable in the non-normal variable space, its precision can be comparable with that of MCS, and its velocity is faster than that of MCS.
For the random variables whose MGF or CGF doesn't exist, we can't analyze the structural reliability and its sensitivity by applying the proposed method above until it is beforehand translated into the variable existing in CGF. For instance, for the random variable x of the log-normal distribution in the example, it can be transformed into the normal variable y by the formula x y ln = , which is treated as a new variable x .We can thereby analyze the structural reliability and its sensitivity with accordance to the CGF of the normal distribution. 
Conclusion
(1) Aiming at the structural reliability and its sensitivity of the implicit nonlinear PF that is complicated and changeable in the non-normal variable space, the paper proposes the SA-LS method by the dichotomy of the golden section point, which is built on the SA-LS method. The method not only fully inherits the merits of the LS method in the standardized normal variable space, but it effectively plays the traits that SA is of high precision when it is used to analyze the related reliability of the linear PF structure in the nonnormal variable space. What's more, it is no need of answering the derivative or partial one of the PF in such a way that it is very suitable to solve the implicit PF. Example shows that it can accurately estimate the reliability and its sensitivity of the nonlinear PF in the non-normal variable space.
(2) The limited MGF or CGF of the random variables result in a limited application of the SA-LS method based on the dichotomy of the golden section, therefore, for the random variables whose MGF or CGF doesn't exist. We can't analyze the structural reliability and its sensitivity by applying the proposed method until it is translated beforehand into the variable existing in CGF.
(3) The stress-strength interference model for gearbox is constructed by applying the principle of the stress-strength interference theory and the modified idea of the bending stress of the tooth root. This lays a foundation on building the theory model for the similar gearbox.
